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Self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots have been grown at very low InAs growth rate in order
to form sparse and large quantum dots �QDs� emitting in the near infrared �1300–1400 nm�, for
application as single-photon sources. The structural and optical properties of these QDs as a function
of the growth rate were systematically investigated. The QDs grown at the lowest rate
��10−3 ML/s� present a very low dot density ��2�108 dots/cm2�, high In content, and good size
homogeneity. Photoluminescence and time-resolved photoluminescence measurements performed at
different powers and temperatures provide information on their luminescence efficiency, and on the
recombination processes occurring in the low-density QDs as compared to higher densities. © 2007
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2427104�

I. INTRODUCTION

The optimization of growth parameters of self-
assembled quantum dots �QDs� has been focused first on the
realization of low-threshold lasers. More recently, it has been
shown that QDs can be efficiently used as single-photon
emitters for quantum cryptography applications1–3 and
growth efforts have been devoted to the fabrication of
samples with low dot density to perform single dot spectros-
copy. While fiber-based quantum communication applica-
tions require an emission wavelength in the 1300 or 1550 nm
transmission window, most studies have concentrated on
QDs emitting in the ��1000 nm range. This is due to the
lower sensitivity of detectors and also to the difficulty of
growing sparse and large enough QDs emitting in this spec-
tral region. Until now, microphotoluminescence experiments
using InAs/ InP QDs have been performed at 1.5 �m �Refs.
4–6� and antibunching experiments have been carried out at
1.3 �m on InAs/GaAs QDs.7,8 The growth method used in
Ref. 7 results on a bimodal distribution of QDs, including
sparse and large QDs emitting at 1300 nm. We have recently
demonstrated9 the use of a very low growth rate, as previ-
ously suggested,10 to obtain a single distribution of low-
density QDs �LDQDs� emitting at 1.3 �m with a very good
size uniformity and high efficiency. Clean exciton-biexciton
dynamics,9 antibunching,8 and electroluminescence from
single QDs �Ref. 11� were observed, making these QDs
promising candidates for single-photon sources at 1300 nm.

However, the attractive characteristics of LDQDs �low
density and large size� can also affect their radiative effi-
ciency and their thermal stability. Specifically, carrier capture
from the wetting layer �WL� to LDQDs is expected to be less
efficient, potentially leading to accumulation of carriers in

the WL and reducing luminescence efficiency. Moreover, the
large size and In content may result in the presence of dislo-
cations. The purpose of this study is to investigate the struc-
ture and the optical properties of these LDQDs by compari-
son with QDs grown under higher growth rates combining
different characterization methods such as atomic force mi-
croscopy �AFM�, transmission electron microscopy �TEM�,
and photoluminescence �PL� measurements. LDQD size is
very homogeneous and larger than usually observed on
higher density QDs. A study of growth conditions and an
estimation of the In desorption rate show that LDQDs are
formed under an InAs growth rate close to the minimum
value for which two dimensional-three dimensional �2D-3D�
transition occurs. In spite of such limit growth condition,
LDQDs exhibit a good luminescence efficiency. While no
capture bottleneck has been evidenced even in the lowest QD
densities, the presence of WL carriers is observed to play a
role in the QD PL dynamics. Finally, LDQDs show a good
thermal stability and a temperature dependence of the carrier
lifetime similar to what has already been observed on higher
density samples.

II. METHODS

The samples are grown by solid-source molecular beam
epitaxy on �001�-oriented semi-insulating GaAs substrates.
As reported previously9 we use a combination of ultralow
InAs growth rate ��0.002 ML/s� and InGaAs capping layer
to obtain LDQDs emitting at 1.3 �m at low temperature. To
evaluate the influence of these two parameters, AFM and PL
measurements have been performed on a series of samples
grown with different InAs growth rates. QDs were obtained
by depositing 2.1 ML �monolayers� of InAs on a GaAs
buffer, at 505 °C under a background pressure of 5
�10−7 mbar corresponding to an As2 molecular flux on the
wafer about 4�1014 molecules/cm2 s. We varied the InAsa�Electronic mail: blandine.alloing@epfl.ch
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growth rate in the range of 0.0012–0.16 ML/s. We deter-
mined such values by observing the 2D-3D transition by
reflection high-energy electron diffraction �RHEED�. Assum-
ing that the critical thickness is 1.7 ML±0.1 ML �Refs. 10,
12, and 13� and depends weakly on the growth rate,14,15 a
value of InAs growth rate can be deduced with an accuracy
estimated at 10%. After InAs deposition, samples used for
AFM were cooled immediately under As overpressure. For
PL investigations, InAs QDs were capped by 100 nm thick
GaAs layer. Under the same growth condition, a sample was
also grown at low growth rate �0.0015 ML/s�, with
5-nm-thick In0.15Ga0.85As capping layer to test the influence
of the capping layer. Two different In cells were employed
for the growth of QDs and InGaAs capping layer so that a
growth rate as high as 0.8 ML/s could be used for the
growth of the InGaAs capping layer. To preserve lumines-
cence efficiency of the QDs, the growth temperature during
capping layer deposition was kept around 505 °C for all
samples.

PL measurements were performed using a Ti:sapphire
laser tuned to 780 nm in order to excite carriers in the GaAs
surrounding the QDs. Luminescence is dispersed in a 1 m
focal lens spectrometer equipped with a linear array of In-
GaAs detectors. Time-resolved photoluminescence �TRPL�
measurements were performed using a pulsed diode laser
emitting at 750 nm with a repetition rate of 1 MHz, and
focused to a 4 �m spot on the sample with a microscope
objective. Emission is collected with the same objective and
coupled into a single mode fiber. An idQuantique single-
photon avalanche photodiode is used together with a corre-
lation card to provide time-correlated fluorescence spectros-
copy with 600 ps resolution.8

III. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION

AFM and TEM techniques have been used to study the
evolution of QD morphology with InAs growth rate and to
distinguish the different growth mechanisms involved in QD
formation. In the following we will make the distinction be-
tween the In deposition rate Rdep and the InAs growth rate
RG: The In deposition rate is related to the In flux F and
represents the amount of incident In atoms coming on the
substrate, whereas the InAs growth rate, measured by the
RHEED, represents the effective amount of material grown
on the substrate. As it is difficult to directly measure the low
In fluxes used in this work, one value, F0, of In flux was
obtained at high In cell temperature by extracting the mea-
surement results of x-ray diffraction, and then extrapolated to
other cell temperatures with the relation: F
=F0 exp�EIn /kTIn� with EIn the In vaporization energy and
TIn the In cell temperature. Figure 1�a� shows the variation of
RG �as measured from the 2D-3D transition time�; with F, we
observe that the relation is linear for RG�0.002 ML s−1. Fig-
ure 1�b� presents the dot density measured by AFM for dif-
ferent In fluxes. At fixed growth temperature and pressure, a
dot density as low as 2�108 dots/cm2 is obtained when the
In flux is reduced down to 1012 cm−2 s−1 �corresponding to
an InAs growth rate of 0.001 ML/s�. In this general trend,
three distinct regimes are visible: The first regime appears

for In flux �3�1012 cm−2 s−1. The QD density exhibits a
dependence on the growth rate following the standard nucle-
ation theory and can be fitted by the relation16,17 N=�Fx. The
slight difference between the exponent that we observe, x
=0.56, and those predicted by theory can be attributed to the
influence of the elastic energy which is not taken into ac-
count in the model of Refs. 17 and 18. However, this fit
cannot be used for F�3�1012 cm−2 s−1: QD density de-
creases abruptly and the fit provides a value of x=4.4 in this
region. As predicted by Ref. 18, this steeper decrease of the
density could be related to the increasing relative contribu-
tion of In desorption: as the desorption rate approaches the
deposition rate, the number of adatoms available for nucle-
ation decreases. QDs with low areal density �1–10 �m−2

and large size �the height of uncapped QDs is estimated
around 12 nm by AFM� are formed in these conditions. Fi-
nally, a third regime occurs for In flux lower than
1012 cm−2 s−1 �indicated by the gray area�: islanding transi-
tion cannot be observed on the RHEED. AFM measurements
performed on these samples show a high density �60
�108 dots/cm2� of islands, with a significantly smaller size
�3 nm� than those grown at a higher growth rate. These small
QDs may have been formed during the cooling process of
the sample after growth since we do not observe any lumi-
nescence signal on a similar sample, capped by a GaAs layer
after InAs deposition. This has been attributed to the arsenic
condensation during the substrate cooling.19 We suppose that
under these growth conditions, the In desorption rate is com-
parable to the deposition rate, preventing the onset of nucle-
ation.

In order to compare quantitatively the In desorption rate
Rdes with the deposition rate Rdep, we used RHEED to study
formation of QDs at different growth temperatures. It is es-

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� InAs growth rate measured by RHEED under a
substrate temperature of 505 °C as a function of In flux. The solid line
represents a linear fit. �b� QD density, as measured from AFM images, as a
function of In flux. AFM images are done on a 1�1 �m2 area. The solid
and dotted lines show the flux dependence of the dot density fitted by the
relation N=�Fx, with x=0.56 and x=4.4, respectively. Gray area represents
the region where no nucleation is observed.
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tablished that in InAs/GaAs system, intermixing with Ga
from the substrate and In desorption are involved in QD
formation. The effect of these mechanisms depends strongly
on the growth parameters and becomes more significant with
increasing growth temperature. We have measured by
RHEED the 2D-3D transition time � for different growth
temperatures at two In fluxes �corresponding to InAs growth
rates of 0.0017 and 0.014 ML/s at a 470 °C growth tem-
perature�. The results are presented on Fig. 2. We observe
that � has a temperature-activated behavior, increasing
strongly above a critical temperature, which depends on the
InAs growth rate. Since negligible intermixing has been re-
ported for low growth rates10,20 we attribute this strong in-
crease to In desorption. In these conditions, the growth rate
RG can be expressed as RG=Rdep−Rdes. As � is almost con-
stant in the 460–480 °C, desorption rate is negligible in this
region and a Rdep value can be estimated, independent of
growth temperature. Rdes as function of growth temperature
can then be deduced, its evolution is presented in the inset of
Fig. 2. We note that at 500 °C the desorption rate value
reaches approximately 0.0005 ML/s and is in the same
range as the In deposition rate, which is used for LDQD
growth. This explains the very long transition time at this
growth temperature. Furthermore, in the 500 °C region, Rdes

is very sensitive to the growth temperature which results in
the dispersion in QD density, as shown in Fig. 1�b�. More-
over this value is very close to the minimum value of InAs
growth rate above which it is still possible to observe the
2D-3D transition by the RHEED.

We then investigated the morphology of the LDQDs.
AFM images show a slight increase of the QD size with a
decreasing growth rate. In order to precisely determine the
QD dimensions, TEM measurements were performed on two
samples containing LDQDs grown at the same growth rate
�0.0015 ML/s� with GaAs and InGaAs capping layers. Fig-
ure 3 shows cross-sectional �002� dark-field TEM images of
the QDs which present a lens shape with higher dimensions
than usually observed: 7.5 nm height for QDs capped by
GaAs and 10 nm for those capped by InGaAs. These values
are larger than the typical height around 5 nm for QDs

grown at higher InAs growth rate.21–23 Depending on the
capping layer, the morphology of the 2D layer �WL
+capping� surrounding the QDs is quite different: uniform
for GaAs-capped QDs, the 2D layer for InGaAs-capped QDs
appears on the contrary very thick �about 10 nm� close to the
QDs and becomes thinner �7.6 nm� at longer distances. To
estimate the In composition distribution, we used the tech-
nique proposed in Refs. 24 and 25 which allows the estima-
tion of In content from TEM contrast in dark-field �002�
images, with a spatial resolution higher than 2 ML. Figure
3�c� shows the In composition profile of the QDs capped by
InGaAs along the �001� direction, through the QD center.
QDs present a strong In gradient with a maximum In com-
position of 65% in the center of the dots and 35% at the
bottom. The In composition profile is very similar for QDs
capped by GaAs, with an In content comprised between 62%
and 35%. The In core presents an inverted-triangle shape as
it has been already reported elsewhere.26,27 Figure 4 shows
plan view at lower magnification and cross-sectional images
of QDs capped by GaAs. The dot density of 17
�108 dots/cm2 is similar to the density measured by AFM
on this sample. The QDs have a square base and a mean
width of 37.5 nm �36 nm� with a standard deviation of
0.3 nm �1.4 nm� along the �100� ��010�� axis, respectively.
This shows a very good size homogeneity. On the other hand
we observe that about 30% of the QDs are dislocated and
formed large clusters with nonuniform shape as we can see
on Fig. 4�b�. QD size appears to reach a critical value above

FIG. 2. Evolution of 2D-3D transition time with growth temperature for two
In fluxes corresponding to InAs growth rates of 0.0017 and 0.014 ML/s at
470 °C. Inset: Evolution of deduced desorption rate as function of growth
temperature; the solid line is a guide to the eye.

FIG. 3. �002� Dark-field images of QDs grown at low InAs growth rate
�0.0015 ML/s� and capped by �a� GaAs and �b� InGaAs. �c� In composition
variation in the QDs capped by InGaAs in the �001� direction.

FIG. 4. �a� Plan view and �b� cross section images of QDs grown at low
InAs growth rate �0.0015 ML/s� and capped by GaAs.
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which plastic relaxation happens. Then, under these growth
conditions, attachment of adatoms to existing islands is fa-
vored as opposed to nucleation of new islands, even if it
leads to the formation of relaxed clusters. The self-size-
limiting effect that has been observed in Refs. 28 and 29 here
seems to be overcome by faster aggregation of adatoms.

Lastly, we note that the formation of these large clusters
may also contribute to the abrupt decrease of the dot density
observed in Fig. 1�b�, by consuming In adatoms.

IV. PHOTOLUMINESCENCE SPECTROSCOPY OF QD
ELECTRONIC STATES

In this section, we investigate the radiative properties of
the QD electronic states, and particularly the role of the WL
by optical spectroscopy. PL measurements have been per-
formed at room temperature �RT� and low temperature �LT�
on QDs grown at different InAs growth rates and capped by
GaAs or InGaAs layer. Figure 5 presents the variation of the
RTPL peak emission wavelength with InAs growth rate. The
inset shows PL emission spectra of QDs capped by GaAs
and InGaAs at RT. Ground state �GS� and first excited state
�ES� signals are clearly distinguishable. We observe a strong
redshift with decreasing growth rate. This can be related to a
higher confinement energy due to a larger size and a higher
In content of QDs grown at low growth rate.30 Spectra �b�
and �c� present a full width at half maximum �FWHM� value
around 25 meV which confirms the remarkable size homo-
geneity observed on TEM images. The InGaAs-capped
sample presents a PL peak centered at 1400 nm, redshifted
by 100 nm as compared to the GaAs-capped sample, due to
the increased QD height as observed by TEM. At LT, the PL
peak shifts to �1300 nm, which is a target wavelength for
single-photon emission. Indeed, emission from single exci-
tons and anticorrelation was measured from QDs grown in
these conditions.8,9

In very low density QDs, the filling behavior of QD
states for increasing pump power is presumably different due
to the low density of states. Moreover, it may be argued that
the large interdot distance increases the capture time from
the WL to the QDs, creating a “capture bottleneck” and re-

ducing the radiative efficiency. In the following we address
these issues by continuous-wave and time-resolved PL ex-
periments on different areal densities, as a function of exci-
tation power. Figures 6�a�–6�c� report PL spectra measured
at LT on GaAs-capped QDs grown at 0.015, 0.0015, and
0.0007 ML/s, respectively, at different excitation intensities.
The GS and the two first ES signals are well separated. The
QDs with lower areal density present a saturation of the GS
intensity and an increase of the ES and WL intensities at
lower pump powers than for the higher-density QDs due to
the lower number of states. As expected, the saturated GS
intensity also increases with the areal density.

From these spectra we extract the evolution of the WL
emission wavelength for different InAs growth rates pre-
sented on Fig. 7�a�. We observe a redshift of about 12 nm
between low and high growth rates which could be due to a
reduced WL thickness at low growth rate. This suggests that
mass transport from WL to the QDs is more important at low
growth rates. The emission wavelength of the 2D layer
�WL+capping layer� of LDQDs covered by InGaAs layer,
also shown �black rectangle� in Fig. 7�a�, is strongly red-
shifted by about 65 nm, due to the increasing effective well
thickness.

We now turn to the investigation of capture from WL to
QDs for low areal densities. In Fig. 6, the WL emission is

FIG. 5. RTPL emission wavelength as a function of InAs growth rate. The
solid-thick line is a guide to the eye. Inset: normalized PL spectra at RT of
2.1-ML-thick, GaAs-capped InAs QDs grown at �a� 0.015 ML/s, �b�
0.0015 ML/s, �c� 2.1-ML-thick, InGaAs-capped InAs QDs grown at
0.0015 ML/s.

FIG. 6. PL emission at 12 K from GaAs-capped QDs grown with different
InAs growth rates: �a� 0.015 ML/s, �b� 0.0015 ML/s, and �c� 0.0007 ML/s.
Excitation intensity varies between 900 and 300 kW cm−2.
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clearly more intense for low-density samples. Figure 7�b�
shows the ratio of WL to GS integrated intensities as a func-
tion of pump power density. The WL/ GS ratio increases
with pump power for all samples, due to saturation of QD
states, and is larger for low-density samples where saturation
occurs at lower powers. However, as shown in the inset of
Fig. 7 for the low-density �17�108 dots/cm2� InGaAs-
capped sample, the WL/GS ratio tends to be zero as the
pump intensity is reduced. This proves that the capture time
from the WL to the QD is still much shorter than the inter-
band recombination time even in the lowest QD densities
explored here. This result is important in view of the realiza-
tion of efficient single-photon emitters, since a capture
bottleneck in the WL would reduce the QD PL efficiency and
strongly affect the emission properties of single excitons.
Nevertheless, we note that a relatively strong WL emission is
observed for excitation levels well below those correspond-
ing to the saturation of QD confined states. This suggests a
mechanism for carrier reexcitation from the QD state to the
WL which is a function of carrier density �e.g., Auger effect�.
More detailed experimental investigations and modeling will
be needed to fully elucidate this behavior.

Finally, we investigated the carrier relaxation and recom-
bination processes in the LDQDs through TRPL measure-
ments. The pump power was chosen so that the GS peak was
far from saturation and the detection wavelength was set to
correspond to the GS PL maximum using different bandpass
filters. The inset of Fig. 8 shows the measured PL transients

for different growth rates at low temperature �12 K�. The rise
dynamics for the high growth rate sample is limited by the
temporal resolution of our setup �600 ps�; however, we ob-
serve an interesting delay of the GS luminescence for the
low-density samples. As the GS is well below saturation at
this excitation density, the delay cannot be related to carrier
refilling from ES, as commonly observed in QD ensembles.31

Furthermore, we observe that this delay disappears at low
excitation density or when the sample temperature exceeds
150 K. We tentatively associate this complex GS rise dynam-
ics to the presence of carriers in the WL which becomes
more significant in low-density QDs. The initial part of the
dynamic may be related to the emission of GS excitons in the
presence of WL spectator carriers, which disappear at longer
times, leaving the usual exciton decay. This hypothesis is
supported by the observation �not shown� of WL emission
�with �400 ns decay time�, under these experimental condi-
tions.

The decay times were extracted by fitting the decay part
of the TRPL with the convolution between a single-time con-
stant exponential for the signal and the measured setup re-
sponse function. They are presented on Fig. 8 as function of
growth rate. The decay time is observed to increase with
increasing QD size. The increase of PL decay time indicates
a reduction of the oscillator strength, which is likely related
to a reduced electron-hole wave function overlap for large
QD diameter.32

V. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE

Finally, we investigated the temperature stability of
LDQD PL emission. PL measurements at different tempera-
tures have been performed on two samples with QDs grown
at the same growth rate �0.0015 ML/s� capped by InGaAs or
GaAs. The pump wavelength and the power density were
fixed at 780 nm and 6 kW cm−2, respectively. Figures 9 and
10 show the evolution of the GS peak energy, the FWHM,
and the PL integrated intensity as a function of temperature.
The peak shift is similar for both samples with a redshift of
64 meV between 10 and 300 K, as shown on Fig. 9�a�. We fit
this redshift with the empirical relation33 for the temperature

FIG. 7. Wetting layer emission wavelength as function of the InAs growth
rate. The solid line is a guide to the eye. �b� Ratio between WL and GS PL
integrated intensities at different InAs growth rate and as function of exci-
tation power. Inset: Ratio between WL and GS PL integrated intensities as
function of excitation power on the sample with InGaAs capping layer, on a
linear scale.

FIG. 8. Evolution of decay times as function of InAs growth rate. Inset:
TRPL transients measured on QDs capped by GaAs. Excitation energy den-
sity: 1.7 �J cm−2.
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dependence of InxGa�1−x�As band gap, with x=0.35 and 0.41
for the GaAs-capped and InGaAs-capped QDs, respectively.
For comparison, TEM measurements indicate a mean In
composition of 50.4% and 50.6% for GaAs-capped and
InGaAs-capped sample, respectively. In-content inhomoge-
neity in the QDs, which is not taken into account in Ref. 33,
can explain this composition difference. Capping layer com-
position thus influences QD dimension rather than QD com-
position.

FWHM evolution with temperature is similar for the two

different capping layers. Its overall variation is smaller than
5 meV ��20% � which highlights the high size homogeneity
of the LDQDs.34

We observe on Fig. 10 that PL intensity quenches by a
factor of 100 �25� for QDs capped by GaAs �InGaAs� be-
tween low and room temperatures. We note that the quench-
ing is lower by using an InGaAs capping layer, although the
carrier confinement is higher for QDs capped by GaAs. For
T�100 K, the temperature dependence of the luminescence
intensity can be expressed with a single activation energy Ea

as

I �
1

1 + B exp�− Ea/kT�
.

The fits provide Ea values of 130 and 156 meV for QDs
capped by GaAs and InGaAs, respectively. This activation
energy is much smaller than the energy difference between
the QD GS and the WL, so that the PL quenching cannot be
attributed to the thermal escape of excitons to the WL, con-
trary to what is observed in smaller QDs.35 Due to the ab-
sence of a confining heterostructure around the photoexcited
GaAs region, the PL temperature dependence may also re-
flect the carrier diffusion to nonradiative states on the surface
and in the substrate. In order to isolate the intrinsic nonradi-
ative characteristics of QDs, we measured the QD carrier
lifetime as a function of temperature. Figure 11 shows the
measured lifetime at the GS energy of a sample containing
LDQDs with InGaAs capping as a function of temperature.
By comparison with Fig. 8, we used a higher excitation
power in this experiment and we observe a shorter lifetime.
This can be attributed to an enhancement of Auger recombi-
nation process with excitation density.36 We observe that the
lifetime is independent of temperature for T�150 K, in-
creases up to 1.7 ns at 180 K, then decreases to 0.4 ns at RT.
This type of behavior has already been reported and
interpreted.37–39 The temperature independence of the life-
time between 10 and 150 K �Ref. 40� is a consequence of the
quantized energy structure. From this, we can deduce that the
reduction of the luminescence intensity observed for tem-
peratures below 100 K is due rather to carrier capture by
defects before recombination in the QDs than to nonradiative

FIG. 9. �a� Evolution for different temperatures of the GS energy peak. The
solid lines show the temperature dependence of the bulk InxGa�1−x�As band
gap with x=0.35 and 0.41, following Ref. 33. �b� Evolution of the FWHM
of the GS peak.

FIG. 10. Integrated intensity as a function of temperature for InGaAs- and
GaAs-capped QDs grown at 0.0015 ML/s, under an excitation density of
6 kW cm−2. Fitting curves are represented by the solid lines.

FIG. 11. Evolution of decay time for QDs capped by InGaAs as function of
temperature. Excitation energy density: 6 �J /cm−2.
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recombination in the QDs. The subsequent increase of the
lifetime with temperature can be attributed to thermal popu-
lation of a dark exciton state41,42 consisting of an electron in
the GS and a hole in the ES. At temperature above 200 K,
the PL decay time drops due to the enhanced influence of
nonradiative recombination channels, which confirms the ex-
istence of nonradiative recombination channels thermally ac-
tivated for T�150 K, as also observed in continuous-wave
PL.

VI. CONCLUSION

Under extreme growth conditions, where In desorption
rate is in competition with deposition rate, InAs/GaAs QDs
with a very low density have been formed. They present the
usual lens shape with a much larger size and higher In con-
tent than QDs grown at higher In deposition rate. TEM char-
acterizations reveal a very good size homogeneity which re-
sults in a small and weakly temperature-dependent FWHM
of the GS PL peak. PL investigations of QDs grown at dif-
ferent InAs growth rates and a study of the relative intensity
of GS and WL signals show an efficient carrier capture
mechanism into the QDs even for densities as low as few
QDs/�m2. Nevertheless, the effect of WL carriers in LDQDs
at moderate excitation densities is evidenced in a complex
PL rise dynamics which is for the moment not fully under-
stood and should be completed by further investigations and
modeling. Temperature dependence measurements per-
formed on LDQDs capped by InGaAs show a good stability
of their luminescence intensity and a lifetime evolution, at
the GS energy, which is similar to those reported for higher-
density QD samples.

These LDQDs thus present attractive characteristics for
the realization of efficient single-photon emitters at telecom-
munications wavelength under both optical and electrical ex-
citations. Additional investigations on the role of WL carriers
in the recombinations of QD excitons will be needed to fur-
ther validate this active material.
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